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the schematics for the cat s62 pro show that it is very similar to the s62, having also a dual camera
system. first of all, the main camera of the cat s62 pro has the same characteristics as the camera of
the cat s53/s63, meaning that it has an f/2.0 aperture, but it also has a 5mp wide-angle front
camera, meaning that it is slightly better than the 2.3mp front camera of the cat s61. regarding the
secondary camera, it is better equipped than the regular camera: its aperture is f/2. since their
phones run android they include some apps and tools to help in the work we do. log onto the mobile
app (called work mobile or work-apps) and youll find 4 apps which will take care of most of your
needs. these are: work connect: a vpn or proxy app which lets you access corporate vpns to login
and run applications remotely. work security: lets you scan for wi-fi networks, check if they are
secured, and also identifies other users in the vicinity and displays their names. work lock&scan: lets
you lock and scan documents, passwords and images while in work mode. you can also use it to take
a quick snap of your workstation (if it supports a built-in cam) work rms: which lets you share reports
or scans with coworkers. this is a low-tech app and not intended to do heavy lifting. the rugged
design of the toughpad fz-t1 is bold and the large, square back might look a little uncomfortable and
bulky to some users, but it isnt at all. it has a nice soft touch finish and there are no hard edges
anywhere. the fz-t1 is ip68 rated and has a 3530mah battery. the screen is protected by a tough,
water and dustproof glass, and the hardware is protected with gorilla glass on all sides. there are
several ways to connect the fz-t1 to other things (headphones, a second battery, a charger and a
cable), but it also features a standard bluetooth 4.1 and wi-fi connection (with a dedicated button to
quickly switch on and off). the fz-t1 has a glass display, but the casing is made of durable plastic,
with a metallic ring on the back for style and grip, and a small cutout in the back of the display for an
ir sensor (necessary to enable some features of the rugged mobile.
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unfortunately, because the schematics were labeled with motorola cat stickers, not cat s stickers,
those who want to strip the phone down and take a good look at the internals may have a hard time.
of course, if you have access to a disassembler, it will be easy to separate the cat stickers from the
phone and get an in-depth view at what lies beneath the s62 pro (and you can also play with it to
your hearts content with no risk of ruining it). an alternative would be to look at the schematics of
the cat s61. they are, from what i understand, almost completely identical, with the only difference

being the version of android (8.1 instead of 10 for the s62). of course, if you have access to a
disassembler, it will be easy to separate the cat stickers from the phone and get an in-depth view at

what lies beneath the s62 pro (and you can also play with it to your hearts content with no risk of
ruining it). an alternative would be to look at the schematics of the cat s61. they are, from what i

understand, almost completely identical, with the only difference being the version of android (8.1
instead of 10 for the s62). furthermore, it is also a possibility to simply look at the program

schematics of the cat s53 and cat s61. these schematics are a bit dated because the 4-button
keypad is considered a vintage feature and has been replaced by a 10-key keypad, so the original
schematics arent accurate anymore. these buttons are, from what i understand, the same as in the
cat s62 (the keypad buttons are the physical buttons as opposed to the softkeys). it is clear that the

cat s61 is very similar to the cat s63, with the only difference being that the cat s61 has a 6.2"
screen, the cat s63 has a 6.4" screen, the cat s53 has the same 6.2" screen (with the same

resolution of 720p), and the cat s65 has an 8.2" screen with the same resolution of 1080p. i dont see
any reason why the s53 shouldnt have had a 6.4" screen, but its a very small size and motorola has
gone for something a bit bigger. the cat s61 also has the same dimensions of 128.9 x 61.4 x 7.9mm.
the internal dimension of the cat s61 is a bit larger than the s63, so a battery of the same size could

have been used with the s61. it would have been the right thing to do to give the s61 a bigger
battery for its size. 5ec8ef588b
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